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ON CONTINUATION OF BOUNDED OPERATORS

Abstract

In the paper, the notion FT -invariance of Banach space is introduced and
using this notion sufficient condition on possibility of minimal continuation of
a bounded operator is given.

Hahn-Banach classic theorem on continuation with preservation of norm (mini-
mal continuation) of a bounded functional in a Banach space is known well. In this
relation there arises a question if one get similar result for bounded (not everywhere
defined) operators. It is founded that it is not always possible. It is known that
if a subspace X0 of the Banach space X is not topologically complemented, there
exists a Banach space Y and a bounded operator T ∈ L(X0;Y ) that has no minimal
continuation (here L(X;Y ) is a Banach space of bounded operators acting from X
to Y ). We can be acquainted with this fact in detail in [1, p.184]. Hilbert spaces
are excepted since any subspace is topologically complemented therein.

There are also results on possibility of minimal continuation of bounded operators
in concrete cases. The notion of Banach space of type M was introduced by Nakhbin
and he gave criterion on possibility of minimal continuation of bounded operators in
real spaces [2, p.241]. Notice that consideration of the real case is essential in these
results, and the criterion doesn’t cover complex analogy of Hahn-Banach classic
theorem.

Let X0 ⊂ X be some sub-space and

X∗
f ≡

{
g ∈ X∗: ‖g‖X∗ = ‖f‖X∗

0
, g |X0 = f

}
, ∀f ∈ X∗

0 .

Denote by π an operator that associates to each f ∈ X∗
0 its minimal continuation

g ∈ X∗
f : πf = g. The paper [3] is devoted to study of a uniqueness and linearity of

minimal continuation operator π in the terms of weak differentiability of the norm
and complementary subspace.

In the present paper we prove a sufficient condition on the existence of minimal
continuation operator. Cite some necessary denotation and definitions:

B-space –a Banach space;
‖·‖X -the norm in X;
X∗-a space adjoint to X;
T |M -contraction of T on M ;
T ∗-an operator adjoint to T ;
DT -domain of definition of the operator T ;
RT -a set of values of the operator T ;
M -closure of the set M ;
L(X;Y )-a Banach space of bounded operators acting from X to Y ;
o-a composition sign.
Definition. Let X be a B-space and F ≡ {F : F ⊂ X∗} be some linear structure

from the subsets X∗. X is said to be F-additive, if for ∀x ∈ X it holds

x(F1 + F2) = x(F1) + x(F2), ∀Fi ∈ F , i = 1, 2,


